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On the occasion of the 20th Anniversary of “The National Herald” it is with great pride that we extend our sincerest CONGRATULATIONS to the Publisher-Editor Anthony H. Diamataris and the entire staff for the service to the Hellenic-American Community.

Best wishes for many more successful years to come.

Happy 20th Anniversary!

George, Stella and Maria Kouros & Ioannis Kragiopoulos

(301) 231-9026 | 11510 D Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852

THE FINEST EUROPEAN PASTRY SHOP IN THE WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA

LALAOUNIS

31 East 6th Street (between Madison and Park Avenue) Rockford, IL 61104
Tel: 1 815-965-4258 | lalaounis@lalaounis.com | www.lalaounis.com

A Letter from Publisher-Editor Antonis H. Diamataris

The First 20 Years

“Εθνικός Κήρυξ today enters a new era. It undertakes the responsibility of being the eyes, the ears and the voice of the entire Greek-American community and not only its Greek-speaking segment.

We know all too well that this is a daring task. But this newspaper has been serving the community for the past 82 years. And it is going through one of its best periods ever.

It is an achievement to be proud of. It is a sign of our success and of our determination to provide all of our interested readers with everything Greek that touches their lives.
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Saluting the contributions of the National Herald to the Community.

With more than 40 years of experience investing through economic and market cycles, Calamos Investments builds and manages flexible, opportunistic and risk-managed portfolios for global asset allocation objectives.

An understanding of global markets and the driving economic forces behind them informs our active, fundamental approach to investing. Headquartered in the Chicago metropolitan area, the firm also has offices in London, New York, San Francisco and Miami.

For the firm’s current outlook for the global economy, visit www.calamos.com/outlook.

For more information, please contact us at JohnCalamosSr@calamos.com.
The newly-launched Herald embraced the changing nature of the community. Its goal was to serve as a voice of Greek America, not simply importing homeland culture. Critical to that perspective was the relationship with homeland culture. The new launching Herald emphasized the changing nature of the community. Its goal was to serve as a voice of Greek America, not simply importing homeland culture.

The newly-launched Herald embraced the changing nature of the community. Its goal was to serve as a voice of Greek America, not simply importing homeland culture.
What appealed to me most about the Herald were the opinion pages. I thought the collection of columnists was great not merely “for a Greek paper” but for any paper. But talent aside, it was only when I came on board and had a ringside seat to how the paper was created week in, week out that I began to appreciate its journalistic integrity. What a blessing that in a world in which the canons of journalism are being ignored, I actually work for a newspaper that still adheres to them!

A Rare Beacon of Journalistic Integrity

By Dr. Constantinos E. Scaros

I have studied journalism at the college level for over 20 years, and during the early part of that period I would bring in a copy of the New York Times as an example of how to do it right. Sadly, I believe the Times and other once-exemplary newspapers have fallen from grace. Yet the National Herald is one of the few newspapers that still adheres to them in this area as well, and rather to praise this publication, The National Herald, on the occasion of its 20th anniversary.

I read the very first issue of THE National Herald week in and week out, and during the early part of those around him, my father handed me TNH, then an insert in Greek language Ethnikos Kyrix, which my parents purchased weekly from that point on. TNH the weekend it was published, 20 years ago. My dad handed me and I was impressed with its journalistic integrity. What a blessing that in a world in which the canons of journalism are being ignored, I actually work for a newspaper that still adheres to them!

A perfect example can be summed up in two words: Donald Trump.

Though I have criticized him, I believe that a candidate and president, on several occasions, it would not be off the mark to label him the Herald’s resident “Trump apologist.” Though I have criticized him, I believe that a candidate and president, on several occasions, it would not be off the mark to label him the Herald’s resident “Trump apologist.”

One day I would be handed the Herald and the publisher would say “don’t write it.” In fact, never once did the publisher say to me “don’t write it.” In fact, I read the very first issue of THE National Herald, on the occasion of its 20th anniversary, and during the early part of those around him, my father handed me TNH, then an insert in Greek language Ethnikos Kyrix, which my parents purchased weekly from that point on. TNH the weekend it was published, 20 years ago. My dad handed me and I was impressed with its journalistic integrity. What a blessing that in a world in which the canons of journalism are being ignored, I actually work for a newspaper that still adheres to them!

A perfect example can be summed up in two words: Donald Trump.

Though I have criticized him, I believe that a candidate and president, on several occasions, it would not be off the mark to label him the Herald’s resident “Trump apologist.”

I thought the collection of columnists was great not merely “for a Greek paper” but for any paper that took me most about the Herald were the opinion pages. I thought the collection of columnists was great not merely “for a Greek paper” but for any paper that took
Primarily a Community Newspaper, but Much More than That

By Dr. Constantinos E. Scaros

The first op-ed piece I ever wrote for The National Herald was published in the January 22, 2002 issue, titled “Archie, the Meathead, and the American Flag.” Written just four months after 9/11, the piece questioned whether Americans in the months and years following that horrific terrorist attack would continue to see the American flag on their laps as a sign of unity, as the character Archie Bunker (from the sitcom All in the Family) did for decades after Pearl Harbor, or would make fun of those who do, such as Archie’s son-in-law, Mike, aka “Meathead.”

Six January beers, I had just come on board as a columnist for the Herald, and I wrote a piece assessing the eight-year presidency of George W. Bush, and the first six Januaries later, I had just come on board as a columnist for the Herald, and so my duties included an overall assessment of his presidency, as I had done in Bush’s 2018 issue of TNH, I will issue the first report card of the Trump presidency.

These remaining pieces are just one aspect of the focus that TNH provides beyond the Hellenic news. First and foremost, TNH is a community newspaper, which means that its primary subject is Greek America. Some of the most popular articles on numerous prominent Greek-American writers, often through exclusive interviews, but also in news pieces. It covers the Greek Orthodox Church in America and our nation’s Greek schools. It reports on the engagements of numerous Hellenic organizations, such as the Niarchos and Onassis Foundations, NEAID, numerous Federations of Hellenic American Societies, and many others. It also reports on the social, political, and economic conditions of Greece and Cyprus, issues of importance not only to the Greek language readers of our sister publication, Ethnikos Kyrix, but also to Herald readers in English. And then, there are the stories not directly related to Hellenes in Greece and throughout the world such as the aforementioned U.S. presidential report card. On Middle East analysis by Arch. Patrick Thomas, for reference to American sports of classic films by Andy Dullah – just to mention a few.

Therefore, TNH unquestionably re-echoes the sentiments expressed for all things Greek-American, including a Duffy does of Greek and Cyprus history. But it also recognizes that its readers have a wider range of interests than that, and does its best to serve them more completely.
Congratulations

on the joyous occasion of the

20th Anniversary

of The National Herald.

20 Years!

That is a testament to your commitment
to community service,
and also to the pride and dedication
of America’s Hellenes.

May you continue
to remain
“the Greek American paper
of record.”

Maria Allwin
New York
As The National Herald celebrates its 20th Anniversary, I nostalgically go back to that specific day and time, just like parents go back to the day their children were born. TNH has many parents in a way, led of course by our publisher and editor, Antonis Stathas. We were very much aware of the paramount importance of spending hours and hours, day and night, for many months with our designer Anna Lascari, figuring out all the technical details of the design of the new English-speaking Greek-American community. I can still recall the meetings among our editors to determine the exact content of our newspaper, but to create “THE” newspaper was, of course by our publisher and editor, Antonis Stathas, our generation by also for generations to come. Twenty years later, I feel very proud to absolutely everyone that has or had any means to keep Hellenism alive in the United States.
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Twenty years later, I feel very proud of every issue that “goes to bed” and is printed still puts a smile on my face. And every time I read letters to the editor or see comments on our site or on our social media pages and profiles, I feel excited and proud. What more can someone ask of their work?

Twenty years later, I believe we were, and are, all united in a whole. And when I say “as a whole,” I mean everyone. From our readers, to our advertisers, to our staff, to absolutely everyone that has had anything to do with TNH. People have come and gone in all these years but always left something good for the newspaper.

Twenty years later, I feel very proud working for such an important and distinguished publication that literally documents the Diaspora’s history not only for our generation by also for generations to come. This unprecedented achievement in the history of the Diaspora would not have been possible, of course, without the trust and the support of our Greek-American community. The Herald “brings the news to generations of Greek-Americans.” And it is the duty of our generation and the ones to come to continue supporting this establishment with our every mean to keep Hellenism alive in the United States.

So... Congratulations The National Herald! And congratulations to all of us: to our readers, to our advertisers, to our staff, and to everyone that supports us, each in his or her own way. Happy 20th Birthday!

By Chrysoula Karametros

To the Publisher and Staff of "The National Herald"
Congratulations on celebrating 20 Years of Dedication and Service to our Community

Grillas Insurance Agency, Inc.
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Best Wishes for continued Success & Health
The Grillas Family
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2017 FAITH SCHOLARS FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

Vasilia Adams, Theatre, New York University
Maria Agorits, Biology, Loyola University
Konstantine Alikakos, Biology, Loyola University
Harris Avgousti, Biochemistry, University of Pennsylvania
Eva Borden, Education, Santa Clara University
Christos Boulitis, Engineering, Northeastern University
Constantina Brown, International Studies, Colorado State University
Loukas Carayannopoulos, Nuclear Engineering, MIT
Anna Christou, Chemistry, University of Virginia
Andreas Christy, Chemistry, University of Arkansas
Christina Clinton, Human Biology, Michigan State University
Lucas Collins, Biochemistry, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Anastasia Condos, Nursing, Miller University
Katerina Connor, Chemical Engineering, University of Rochester
Christodoulos Constantinou, Biology and Business, Boston University
Stamatina Copulos, Journalism, University of Florida
Stavros Costarides, Mechanical Engineering, University of Georgia
Paul DeBassi, Biology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Nikolas Defigos, Electrical Engineering, Arizona State University
Apostolos Dellsis, Computer Science, University of California, Los Angeles
Eleni Demas, Biomedical Engineering, Binghamton University
Dimitra Efremidis, Corporate Finance, Bentley University
George Faklis, Finance, University of North Florida
Mary Fellios, Biochemistry, Columbia University
Namie Fotion, Biology, University of California, Los Angeles
Nicholas Fotopoulos, Molecular Biology, Princeton University
Alexander Gallanis, Cognitive Science, University of Southern California
Stephanie Garoufalis, Computer Science, University of California, Los Angeles
Steven Gerazounis, Mechanical Engineering and Finance, Lehigh University
Marina Gianakopoulos, Architecture, University of Virginia
Vassi Gianitsos, Mathematics and Chemistry, University of Texas
Maria Kaouris, Biology and English, Middlebury College
George Kirakou, Chemical Engineering, Ohio State University

Raphael Kirou, Biological Sciences, Cornell University
Antonia Klima, Psychology, University of California, Los Angeles
Jonathan Kraft, Economics & Mathematics, Yale University
Panayiota Laros, Business, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Apostolos LIanos, Pre-Law, Carroll University
Thomas Macheras, Computer Science, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Lucas Maggos, Finance, Indiana University
Christiana Manos, Chemistry, Georgia Institute of Technology
Victoria Martine, Biology and Spanish, Indiana University
Victoria Mavrog Georgis, Mechanical Engineering, University of Pittsburgh
Sophia McElroy, Business Administration, North Carolina State University
John Melizanis, Business Administration, University of California, Berkeley
Kyriakos Mosaikis, History & Political Science, Christopher Newport University
Marina Nerantzis, Biology, Stony Brook University
Kyriaki Pagones, Nursing, Purdue University
Ari Papahronis, Economics and English, Columbia University
Georgia Papakirk, Environmental Management, Indiana University
Isabel Parras, Architecture, Virginia Tech
Anastasia Peratopoulos, Childhood Education, University of Findlay
Elizabeth Phillips, Finance, University of Colorado, Boulder
Athena Schiltz, Biochemistry, Purdue University
Anna Sellas, Early Childhood Education, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Matthew Sietsma, Mechanical Engineering, Michigan Technological University
Marianna Smith, Arts & Sciences, George Washington University
Kalli St. John, Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Tufts University
Maria Stavridis, Agribusiness, Ohio State University
Elias Stefanopoulos, Biomedical Eng., University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Euthymia Stratakis, Biology, University of Pennsylvania
Alexios Touloupis, Journalism, University of Mississippi
Panayiotis Tsiampas, Biology, Loyola University
Maria Tudora, Biology, University of Texas at Dallas
Alexios Vlahoyiannis, Arts & Sciences, Wake Forest University

Best wishes to these extraordinary young people for continued success in their university endeavors.

The 2017 FAITH Scholars join a network of over 300 other FAITH Scholars who have been recognized for excellence in academic achievements and leadership in the Greek and Hellenic community. On average, each 2017 FAITH Scholar scored within the 95th percentile for the ACT and SAT, maintained an A grade point average and took 7 to 9 Advanced Placement courses. More than 60 percent founded clubs at school, interned in fields related to their proposed college major, served in student government and participated in multiple honor societies. Committing to over an average of 350 hours of community service, the 2017 FAITH Scholars organized blood drives, volunteered at children’s hospitals and tutored their peers through mentorship programs.

Promoting Hellenism, supporting the Greek Orthodox faith and celebrating excellence in education for future generations, FAITH was founded in 2004 with the core mission to promote an understanding of the Greek Orthodox faith, Hellenism and excellence through a series of high quality innovative educational programs and cultural initiatives.

Founding Members:
Mr. & Mrs. Merkourios Angelides • Mrs. Maria Aliki • Amb. George L. Argyros • Mr. George D. Behrakis • Mr. Nicholas J. Bouras
Mr. John Calamos • Mr. John A. Catabatilo • Mr. James Chassos • Mr. George Coumantaros • Dr. Andre Dimitriadis • Mr. Peter Georgopoulos
Mr. Constantine Iordanou • Mrs. Elaine Jaharis • Mrs. Mary Jaharis • Mr. Michael Jaharis • Dr. Steven Jaharis • Mr. Michael S. Johnson • Mr. Peter T. Kikis
Amb. Eleni Tsapopoulou Koutalakis • Mr. Andrew N. Liveris • Mr. Dr. George M. Marcus • Mr. Dennis Mehiel • Mr. C. Dean Metropoulos • Mr. James H. Moschovitis
Mr. Panicos Papadakis • Mr. John G. Pappajohn • Mr. John A. Peytas • Mr. Michael Psaros • Mr. & Mrs. George & Cathy Sakellaris • Mr. Alexander G. Spanos
Mr. Dean Spanos • Mr. Michael Spanos • Mr. Christos Spyropoulos • Mr. Kyriakos Tsapopoulos • Mr. George Tsunis • Dr. P. Roy Vagelis

www.thefaithe.com • info@thefaithendorowment.org • facebook.com/thefaithendorowment • instagram.com/thefaithendorowment
WHAT WE DO

TAKE ACTION

► Hundreds of thousands of emails and phone calls directed to the US government.

► Successfully blocked the transfer of US frigates to Turkey.

► Kicked off efforts to remove the arms embargo on Cyprus.

BUILD PARTNERSHIPS

"As co-founder and co-chair of the Congressional Hellenic-Israel Alliance Caucus (CHIA), I have an opportunity to work with an array of distinguished experts, academics, diplomats, think tanks, and foreign policy organizations. The one that stands head and shoulders above all is HALC. It has provided invaluable platforms for which to display CHIA and share our message of cooperation in the Eastern Mediterranean between the United States and Greece, Cyprus, and Israel."

CONGRESSMAN GUS HERAKIS
CO-CHAIR, CHIA & THE HELLENIC CAUCUS

"HALC is an important voice advocating in Congress. They have been a wonderful resource in better understanding key issues and building the relationship between the United States, Greece and Cyprus."

CONGRESSMAN BRAD SCHNEIDER
HOUSE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

"HALC, with its deep base in an influential and highly motivated sister community, is a valued partner of AJC - and a true friend. The bonds between the professional and lay leaderships of our two organizations could not be closer, or more mutually beneficial."

JASON ISAACS
ASSOC. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR POLICY, AJC

INVEST

LEADERSHIP 2030

The Leadership 2030 program brings together young Hellenes from across the country and puts them through a 2-year fellowship that includes:

► Bi-monthly seminars
► Mentorship
► Leadership opportunities

THE HELLENIC HOUSE

"I am excited to lead HALC's initiative to work with The Stavros Niarchos Foundation. We are currently working on the acquisition and construction of a large scale Hellenic Cultural and Business center in Midtown, NYC. We are calling this undertaking 'THE HELLENIC HOUSE,' and cannot wait to bring this dream to reality for our entire community both here and abroad. We are overdue."

TASOS PARDALIS
HALC MEMBER

GRASSROOTS FUNDRAISING

- $258,873  SOS Children's Villages
- $189,906  Help Greece Now
- $23,958  Olympic Athletes
- $20,333  Kazantzakis Film

THE HELLENIC AMERICAN LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
Join HALC now and contribute to a stronger Greece and a stronger diaspora.

hellenicleaders.com/Impact
TNH's 20 Tumultuous Years in Greece: Riots, Tear Gas, Crises - But Hope Abounds

By Andy Dabulis

As Bob Seger famously sang about the passage of time: "Twenty years. Where'd they go? Twenty years, I don't know."

Greece in 1997 was far removed from the economic crisis that it was building toward in successive governments used to spend public money anywhere and everywhere, going on wild spending binges. Pampered public payroll with pay - rates twice as high for returns, preparing for entrance into the Eurozone that critics said would be an ending because it was built on fiscal lies.

The usual internecine battles among the political parties as the Ancient Greek nộiica of vendetta, deep public - and century mixed with a bit of Schindlerade, continued to confirm any hope the com - mon good would prevail so nothing has really changed from then to today.

As Bob Seger famously sang about the passage of time: "Twenty years. Where'd they go? Twenty years, I don't know."

Greece in 1997 was far removed from the economic crisis that it was building toward in successive governments used to spend public money anywhere and everywhere, going on wild spending binges. Pampered public payroll with pay - rates twice as high for returns, preparing for entrance into the Eurozone that critics said would be an ending because it was built on fiscal lies.

The usual internecine battles among the political parties as the Ancient Greek nộiica of vendetta, deep public - and century mixed with a bit of Schindlerade, continued to confirm any hope the com - mon good would prevail so nothing has really changed from then to today.

When I left my country of Greece, 52 years ago I kept in my heart the Hellenic Language and Values. Being here I was fortunate to find people to work with in perpetuating our Hellenic Christian Values.

As the years went by, through my teaching and professional experience I was able to pursue my dreams. This day I am very pleased to congratulate the greek language newspaper, The National Herald, the beacon of light of our community, that stood by all of us in the fight of keeping our language and maintaining our work in preserving our Heritage.

Furthermore, 20 years ago, was successfully founded "The National Herald", english edition. We are happy for its progress and success in continuing to inform the second and third generations, making them proud of their History.

Congratulations to Antonis Diamataris, publisher-editor and all of the staff who continue the legacy of Hellenic Language in the English language.

Stella Kokolis - President of Federation of Hellenic American Educators and Cultural Associations of America
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reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body. it is wholesome and bracing for the mind to have its faculties kept on the stretch.
The grave responsibility of TNH to the readers is something we all take very seriously. It is an honor and a privilege to connect the Greek community with the news from Greece and Cyprus and wherever the Greeks of the diaspora live. Maintaining this link between the homeland and the community is vital because we love Greece and we want to help all Greeks wherever they are to achieve their dreams and to share them with the community and inspire the next generation.

By Eleni Sakellis

The National Herald is celebrating its 20th anniversary, which is a great achievement in the current media climate. It is more likely to hear a newspaper shutting down rather than continuing and thriving, building on the solid foundations and a legacy of trust and integrity from its 102-year-old sister publication the National Herald/Greek-Byrth, the Greek-language daily.

Other print newspapers facing financial woes have chosen to focus solely on their online editions, but there is something unique about getting the paper delivered to your doorstep or in the mail, unfolding it, and flipping through real pages. This leisurely custom, reading to your doorstep or in the mail, is something unique about getting the paper delivered.

As extraordinary amounts of time and effort go into getting everything right from every member of the team that works on each issue every week. The reader may take it for granted that the words all fit on the page, the photos and the captions match the articles, the words are spelled correctly, and the information is accurate. The grave responsibility of TNH to the readers is something we all take very seriously. It is an honor and a privilege to connect the Greek community with the news from Greece and Cyprus and wherever the Greeks of the diaspora live. Maintaining this link between the homeland and the community is vital because we love Greece and we want to help all Greeks wherever they are to achieve their dreams and to share them with the community and inspire the next generation.

I never dreamed that I would one day be contributing to the newspaper that was so revered in every Greek-American household in the neighborhood. How many of us grew up with our parents and grandparents reading the Greek daily and using it for our Greek school homework and projects ourselves? The English edition extends that tradition and connection to the Greek with Our Everyday Greek column. Knowing more than one language is a great advantage whatever your age or experience and we all know Greek is the root of so many English words and enriches our vocabulary.

An extraordinary amount of time and effort goes into getting everything right from every member of the team that works on each issue every week. The reader may take it for granted that the words all fit on the page, the photos and the captions match the articles, the words are spelled correctly, and the information is accurate. The grave responsibility of TNH to the readers is something we all take very seriously. It is an honor and a privilege to connect the Greek community with the news from Greece and Cyprus and wherever the Greeks of the diaspora live. Maintaining this link between the homeland and the community is vital because we love Greece and we want to help all Greeks wherever they are to achieve their dreams and to share them with the community and inspire the next generation.

I wish it continued Success!

Spiro J. Macris
ferry ran aground and sank, killing 80 of the 500-plus passengers near the island of Paros.

September 11, 2001- The world was shocked by the horrific terrorist attacks that changed all our lives on that fateful day. Among the innocent victims who represented practically every nation and every faith were Greeks and Greek-Americans, may their memory be eternal.

January 2002- Greece adopts the euro as its new monetary unit on January 1, 2002 changing the daily lives of Greek consumers and tourists forever. The euro succeeded the drachma, which dated as far back as 1100 BC and was reintroduced as the currency of the modern Greek state in 1832 (succeeding the phoenix, a currency established by Greek Governor Ioannis Kapodistrias in 1828).

August 2003- A powerful undersea earthquake, 6.4 on the Richter scale, shakes Lefkada, injuring at least 20, while nearby Kephalonia commemorates 50th anniversary of devastating quake of 1953 that leveled all buildings and killed 476 people.

July 4, 2004- Greece wins the UEFA European Championship, marking a high point in Greece's football history when they were crowned European champions, in only their second participation in the tournament, against all the odds.

August 2004- The Olympic Games returns to its birthplace, Athens.

August 2004- The Olympic Games returns to its birthplace, 1896 years after the initial Olympic Games were held in Athens, Greece.

May 25, 2005- Elena Paparizou – a Greek of the Diaspora herself, born and raised in Sweden – took first place in the 2005 Eurovision Song Contest, which was held in Kiev, Ukraine.
The National Herald’s Top Stories over 20 Years

Continued from page 15

October 2009 - Farewell to Pelham Bay’s Home in the Air: Olympic’s Last Flight to NY, Team, August and September, Olympic’s Last Flight to NY, Team, August and September.

October 2010 - Greek-Cypriot Marcos Baghdatis made his historic win took place in 1947. The Greek basketball team is the only one in the world to have defeated the American powerhouse, Mike Zavras’ side (2005–

January 2006 - St. Nicholas Church Aiming to Complete Pio-

February 2006 - Greek-Cyprus Marion Bajicy-Kidzie: Made it to the Australian Open Men’s Final to be defeated by Roger Federer.

October 2007 - Acropolis Stakes Begin Transfer to New Home. More than 300 Ancient Objects will be Moved to New Museum Over the Next Four Months

October 6, 2007 - Greek-American Peter Panagopoulos, senior vice president of Memorial, Cultural and Civic Development for the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation, spoke to TNH about his work Center Memorial Project.

February 2000 - Greek-Cypriot Marion Bajicy-Kidzie: Made it to the Australian Open Men’s Final to be defeated by Roger Federer.

September 25, 2005 Greece wins the FIBA EuroBasket Championship.

September 20, 2005 Greek wins the FIBA EuroBasket Championship.

October 2011 - Despite Pressure, Greece’s Amnesty Placed in Man-Ousages Police Clash with Protestors Again.

October 2013 - Greek-Cypriot Marion Bajicy-Kidzie: Made it to the Australian Open Men’s Final to be defeated by Roger Federer.

February 2006 - Greek-Cyprus Marion Bajicy-Kidzie: Made it to the Australian Open Men’s Final to be defeated by Roger Federer.

October 2007 - Acropolis Stakes Begin Transfer to New Home. More than 300 Ancient Objects will be Moved to New Museum Over the Next Four Months

October 6, 2007 - Greek-American Peter Panagopoulos, senior vice president of Memorial, Cultural and Civic Development for the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation, spoke to TNH about his work Center Memorial Project.

February 2000 - Greek-Cypriot Marion Bajicy-Kidzie: Made it to the Australian Open Men’s Final to be defeated by Roger Federer.

September 25, 2005 Greece wins the FIBA EuroBasket Championship.

September 20, 2005 Greek wins the FIBA EuroBasket Championship.

October 2011 - Despite Pressure, Greece’s Amnesty Placed in Man-Ousages Police Clash with Protestors Again.

October 2013 - Greek-Cypriot Marion Bajicy-Kidzie: Made it to the Australian Open Men’s Final to be defeated by Roger Federer.
Our Readers’ “Letters to the Editor” over the Years

From January 28, 2006

Wardest Regards and Best Wishes for TNH’s Future

To the Editor:

Congratulations on The National Herald’s move to its new offices in Long Island City. With the impressive list of attendees at your grand opening of December 15, as well as the kind words and blessings from the Gemein, I’m sure the move was a success. One of your visions and ambitions for meeting future challenges, the newspaper is indeed in good hands “to pass on the News to Greek America!” I wish your publication the continued success of your excellent paper.

Warmest regards and my best wishes,

Stephen C. Branas
McLean, VA

From December 9, 2006

Popo’s Gestures Were Nice, but Probably Just Window-Dressing

To the Editor:

Thank you for providing such in-depth coverage of Pope Benedict XVI’s visit to Turkey last week. The Popo meeting with the Ecumenical Patriarch certainly did not get the attention it deserved in the mainstream American press, whereas the Pope’s authority; they feel they are a “Sister Churches,” but in so doing, they are actually a source of constant division, and the Roman Church really needs to stop encouraging the Uniates’ bad behavior; otherwise, it’s nothing but window-dressing. If the Pope really wants to re-enter full communion with the Orthodox, he should reverse this and other erroneous gestures of humility and contrition. It would be a genuine gesture of humility and contrition, if Benedict were to, he will deserve it more than anything. What happened? Probably not. It’s just too much to ask, and people don’t like to admit they’re wrong. But that’s ultimately what it would take for normalization of Greek East and Latin West.

Paul Andreadis
Amera, NY

From May 12, 2007

Andy Dabilis Is So Right about Driving In Greece Is Like

To the Editor:

Blessed Andy Dabilis deserves to be commended for his article concerning driving in Greece in your May 5 edition (“Driving in Greece? Good Luck and Farewell Your Seatbelt”). Every time one visits Greece, one is again reminded of the small, narrow streets and crooked roads, with fast and sudden stop signs. I get a stomach ache just thinking about it. I have driven, as far north as Thessaloniki, and as far south as Mani and Stromboli (as well as on a few islands). Mr. Dabilis has really hit the nail on the head with his insights. The next time any of you see lost “Americanos” go to Jones Beach – what an experience!

To the Editor:

Thank you for providing such information about Greek-American youth. The Panarcadian Association of America, the Cretans, Chaldeans, and Epirotes, have sponsored a significant amount of monies to directly support the charities for their areas. The Hellenic Initiative is sponsoring entrepreneurship in Greece. Also, the Greek American Archdiocese through the IOCC has sent supplies for the needy and hospitals in Greece. There are many charitable organizations with noble missions all over Greece that deserve the Hellenic’s financial and spiritual support.

From June 6, 2012

Most Stories about Greek-Am. Soldiers

To the Editor:

Your recent articles on valiant Greek-American soldiers during the Second World War have been really informative. The articles focused on various aspects of their lives, which brought to light the contributions and sacrifices made by our Greek-American soldiers.

To the Editor:

Congratulations to the grassroots organization of Greek American New York with roots in the perennially free areas of Greece to the Panarcadian Association of America, the Cretans, Chaldeans, and Epirotes, have sponsored a significant amount of monies to directly support the charities for their areas.

From November 13, 2014

Greek-American Charities for Greece Should Unite

To the Editor:

On October 19, a very important event marked the beginning of a new era in Greek-American philanthropy. The Panarcadian Association of America, the Cretans, Chaldeans, and Epirotes, have sponsored a significant amount of monies to directly support the charities for their areas. The Hellenic Initiative is sponsoring entrepreneurship in Greece. Also, the Greek American Archdiocese through the IOCC has sent supplies for the needy and hospitals in Greece. There are many charitable organizations with noble missions all over Greece that deserve the Hellenic’s financial and spiritual support.

Continued on page 18

Congratulations for 20 Years of Service and Dedication to bringing the News to Greek America!

Carl R. Hollister
Supreme President AHEPA

AHEPA Since 1922 the leader in the Greek American Community.
“Letters to the Editor” over the Years

July 29, 2017
Appreciation for Interview With Dr. Steven L. Jacobs
To the Editor:
Thank you for your exceptional article, “An Interview with Dr. Jacobs on Greece: Otherwises, They’re Unalike” (July 22). Please allow me to add another important point. A common problem of the Turks – always, we have to blame the victim. The following is a quote from An American Physician in Turkey: A Minor Narrative of Adventures in Peace and War, Chapter VIII, page 71, A. Minor Narrative, 1879, Ali Bey, the Ottoman provincial governor (van [in Turkey] a man very like his royal master, [Sultan] Abdul Hamid) (also known as The Great Arman, The Real Sultan, Abd al-Dumid) in character and methods. He used every means to revolt in order to have a pretext for massacring them. “By Dr. Clarence D. Usher, Missionary Foreign Mission Board of the Reformed Episcopal Church with Grace H. Knapp, collaborating. First published in 1917 by Houghton Mifflin, Stamboul Classics reproduced it in 2002 in its entirety in Turkey – always – was to blame the Greeks – always – to blame the Armenians – always – to blame the Christians – Armenians.”

Sandria Bikas
Athena, Greece

The National Herald
20th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
The National Herald
NOVEMBER 11, 2017

Congratulations to Dr. Spyros G. E. Mezitis, M.D., Ph.D., president of the Federation of Hellenic Medical Societies of North America.
August 6, 2016
Breizh and Great Rhyme; Otherwise, They’re Unalike
To the Editor:
In response to your question of the week (Jul. 9) “Do you think the Greek should follow the Breizh?” I don’t think the two are alike. The Breizh people are living in a picturesque and quaint wilderness area of France, whereas the Greeks do...

It is a whole different may taking...
A Selection of Our Special Inserts Over the Years

Happy Anniversary to a treasured newspaper that has informed and inspired the Omogeneia for the past twenty years. Your commitment to the Hellenic world continues to unite us near and far.

A Good Friend

Happy to a treasured newspaper that has informed and inspired the Omogeneia for the past twenty years. Your commitment to the Hellenic world continues to unite us near and far.

We salute and commend "The National Herald" for 20 years of service to the Hellenic-American Community.

Congratulations to "The National Herald" on your 20th Anniversary
Best Wishes for many more Successful Years to Come

Beauty • Dignity • Security

St. Michael's Cemetery offers a full range of options including our beautiful Mausoleum of St. Mary as well as graves, headstones, and cremations. One of the biggest reasons you can offer to your loved ones is the security and knowledge of having everything taken care of. St. Michael is a religious cemetery open to all faiths. We proudly acknowledge that the beautiful designed Mausoleum of St. Mary is available to people.

For more information, including a free Resource Guide, please contact:

Mr. Nicholas P. Papanicholas
Cell: (917) 687-9856
He continues to serve the Greek American community with great responsibility.
His service, you will be happy for your decision.

(718) 278-3240
72-60 Astoria Blvd., East Elmhurst, NY 11370

St. Michael's Cemetery

Discount for landfill purchase at Mausoleum of St. Mary
Take care now for the afterlife peace of your soul as well as your loved ones.

SAVAS TSIVIKOS AND FAMILY
We congratulate “The National Herald” on 20 years of Service to the Greek American Community!

MICHAEL AND ROBIN PSAROS